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ON SEVERAL CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS
ON FUZZY CONVERGENCE SPACES

Hyo II Choi

1. Introduction
The convergence function between the filters on a given set S and 

the subsets of S was introduced by D.C. Kent ([12]) in 1964 and it may
be regarded as a generation of a topological space and further studied 
by many authors.

After Zadech created fuzzy sets in his classical paper ([14]), Chang 
([5]) used them to introduce the concept of a fuzzy sets using metric 
defined as the HausdorfF metric between the supported endographs. 
Recently, B.Y. Lee and J.H. Park ([16]) defined a new structure, called 
by fuzzy convergence structure, using prefilter.

In this paper, we define new the several continuous functions be
tween the fuzzy convergence spaces, that is, fuzzy super continuity, 
fuzzy ^-continuity, and fuzzy weakly ^-continuity, and introduce the 
relationships between them. And we introduce the concepts of initial 
fuzzy convergence structures and product fuzzy convergence spaces and 
investigate their properties.

2。 Preliminaries
The reader is asked to refer to [14], [5], [19], [21] and [22], for fuzzy 

sets and fuzzy topological spaces.

Let X be a nonempty set and I the unit closed interval I늬0,1}. A 
fuzzy set A in X is an element of the set F(X) of all functions from 
X into I and the elements of F(X) are called fuzzy subsets ([14]). For 
fuzzy set A and 3 in X, A 으 B if A(x) < B(x) for all x in X. The 
symbol(j> is used to denote the empty fuzzy set = 0 for all x G X 
and for X we have the definition X(w) — 1 for all x G X. A fuzzy
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point p in X is fuzzy set in X defined by p(x) = A (0 < A < 1) for 
x xp and p(x) = 0 for x xp. Then, we call xp the support of p and 
X the value of p. A fuzzy point p € A, where A is a fuzzy set in X)if 
P^Xp) < A^Xp).

A fuzzy point p is said to be quasi coincident with A, denoted by 
pqAy if p(xp) + A(xp) > 1 for a fuzzy point p and a fuzzy set A (see 也 
[21]). A fuzzy set A is said to be quasi coincident with a fuzzy set B, 
denoted by AqB^ if there exists some x in X such that A(x)4-B(x) > 1.

A fuzzy topology is a family rX of fuzzy sets in X which satisfies 
the following conditions ([5]):

(1) 如 XJX、
(2) A,B G tX implies that Ad B E 丁X,
(3) At € rX for each i E I implies that At € 丁X.

tX is called a fuzzy topology for X and the pair (X<rX) is fuzzy 
topological space (fts in short). Every member of rX is called a tX- 
open fuzzy set. A fuzzy set is rJf-closed if its complement is rX-open. 
A fuzzy 응et A is a Q-neighborhood of p (in short Q-nbd) if there exists 
some B in rX so that B < A and pqB.

Let / is a function from a set X into a set Y and A, B be the fuzzy 
sets in X、匕 respectively. Then we define and /(A) as follows:

y-1(B)(x) = B(") and

I 0, otherwise.

A function f is said to be fuzzy continuous if G rX whenever 
B € rYwhere rX and tY are the fuzzy topologies on X and 
respectively.

3. Fuzzy convergence spaces
In this section, we introduce fuzzy convrgence spaces using prefiters, 

and we define the set functions MJc and introduce their properties.

DEFINITION 3.1. ([4]) A prefilter on X is a nonempty subset $ of 
the set [X & functions from X into closed interval I = [0,1] with the 
properties:
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(1) If A, B G , 나icn 4「1 B C 页 .
(2) If A G and AQ By then. B £ 垂.
(3) 5. -

If 多 and ① are prefilters on X, $ is said to be finer than 更(更 is 
coarser than ①)if and only if C A prefilter 页 on X is said to be 
ultra prefilter if it is no other prefilter finer than (i.e., it is maximal 
for the inclusion relation among prefilters).

A prefilterbase on X is the nonempty subset g of Ix with the prop
erties:

(1) If A^B E /?, there exists C £ 0 such that C 으 厶「) B.

If 0 is a prefilterbase 난len < g >= {A C Ix \ B Q A for some 
-B G /?} is a prefilter. If V 0 >=色 we say that /3 is a prefilterbase for 
the prefilter 亀 or that /3 generates $.

We define convergence structure by prefilter, called fuzzy conver
gence structure. For nonempty universal set X、尸(X) denotes the set 
of all prefilters on X and F(X) the set of all fuzzy sets on X. For each 
fuzzy point p in X, p is denoted by

{-4 e Ix : pqA}

Let / be a function from X into Y. Then for a fuzzy point p in fuzzy 
set A in 了(p) G /(A) and for two prefilters T7, Q on X)f(、:F C G)=

A f(G) and so f(丁「祯) = /(戶)「1 /(p) and /(p) = /(p). Fo 호 a 
fuzzy prefilter :F on X)/(T7) is said to be the prefilter on Y generated 
by {/(A) : A e 5*}^

DEFINITION 3.2. ([4]) A fuzzy convergence structure on X is a func
tion Cx from _P(X) into F(X) satisfying the following conditions:

(FC1) For each fuzzy point p in X, p G Cx(p)-
(FC2) For @ W P(X\ if ① G ① 나心i Cx(^) 으 CxW).
(FC3) Ifp 6 Cx(^), thenpe Cx(^Ap).

Then the pair (X, Cx) is said to be fuzzy convergence space. If 
p € Cx(页))we say that 少 Cx~converges to a fuzzy point p. The pre
filter Vcx (p) obtai그 by intersecting all prefilters which (7%-converge 
to p is said to be the Cx^^ghborhood prefilter at p. If Vcx(p) Cx- 
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converges to p for each fuzzy point p in X, then Cx is called a fuzzy 
pretopological structure, and (X, Cx) fuzzy pretopological space. The 
fuzzy pretopological structure Cx is said to be fuzzy topological struc
ture and (X, Cx) is said to be fuzzy topological space^ if for each fuzzy 
point p in X, the prefilter Vcx (p) has a prefilterbase Pcx (p) 으 Vcx(P) 
with the following property:

rqU £ /3cx(P) implies 니 e /?cx(r)

Throughout this paper, let C(X) be the set of all fuzzy convergence 
structures on X. Then we define that C\ < C2 for Ci,C2 € C(X) 
if and only if C2($) C (&(e)for all $ G P(X). If Cx 으 C2 for 
C'C/ € C(X\ we say that C》is finer than C\ also that C* is coarser 
than C2-

DEFINITION 3.3. The fuzzy convergence space (X, Cx) is said to b우 
fuzzy Hausdorff if each prefilter :F C%-converges to at most one fuzzy 
point p in X.

Let F(X) be the set of all fuzzy sets in X and A a fuzzy set in 
X.The set function Fcx (resp. Icx) from 尸(X) into F(X) is given by 

= {p : p is fuzzy point in X and p G C*x(石) for some ult흐a 
prefilter :F with A E T7) (resp. Icx (A) = {p : A G Vcx (?) and p is 
a fuzzy point in X}). Then (resp. /。乂(4)) is called fuzzy
closure of fuzzy set A (resp. fuzzy interor of A).

For a prefilter T on X, Tcx (J7) and Icx (•戶)are the prefilters on X 
generated by : 4 € •戶} and 0二*。4) : 4 € •戶h repectively.

DEFINITION 3.4. The fuzzy convergence space (X, Cx) is called 
fuzzy regular (resp. fuzzy semi-regular) if Tcx (^7) (resp. Icx (「Cx ( 
戶)))Cx-converges to p, whenever fuzzy prefilter :F (7%-converges to 
fuzzy point p.

Let (X,Cx) be a fuzzy convergence space and A a subset of X. 
(A, Ca) is called a fuzzy convergence subspace of (X>Cx) if each pre
filter on A -converges to p in A whenever the prefilter on X 
generated by :F (7%-converges to p.

From definition of set functions Tcx and Icx-> we can obtain the 
followings: Tcx 2 A and Icx (A) 으 A for each fuzzy set A in X*
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4. Several continuous functions on fuzzy convergence 
spaces
In this section, we define super continuity, ^-continuity weakly 6- 

continuity on fuzzy convergence spaces and investigate the 호elation
ships among them.

And we introduce inital fuzzy convergence structure and product 
fuzzy convergence space.

Throught this section, let (X, Cx) and (匕 Cy) be the fuzzy conver
gence spaces and p a fuzzy point in X.

Definition 4.1. A function f from (X, Cx)七。(匕 Cy) is contin
uous at p if /(J7) Cy-converges to J(p), whenever a prefilter :F on 
X C%-converges to p.

Definition 4.2. A function f from X to Y is said to be fuzzy 
super continuous at p in X if Vcr(/(p)) Q f(【Cx(Fcx(辭')'))whenever 
a prefilter 戶 on X (7%-converges to p.

DEFINITION 4.3. A function f from X to Y is said to be fuzzy 
^-continuous at p in X if 七丫("丫(%丫 (/(p)))) 으 六金厶(10」戶))) 
whenever a prefilter on X Cx-converges to p.

DEFINITION 4.4. A function f from X to y is said to be fuzzy 
weakly ^-continuous at p in X if rCr (Vcr(/(p))) 으 /(/cx(rcx(^))).

If a function f is fuzzy continuous (resp. super continuous, & 
continuous, and weakly 6・continuou옹) at each fuzzy point in X, then 
f is said to be fuzzy continuous (resp. super continuous, ^-continuous, 
and weakly ^-continuous) on X.

THEOREM 4.5. If a function f from (X, Cx) to (Y, Cy) is fuzzy 
super continuous at fuzzy point p in X, then f is fuzzy weakly 6- 
continuous at p in X.

Proof. Suppose that a prefilter T Cx-converges to a fuzzy point p 
in X. Then (/(?)) Q /(cx(^7))) by Definition 4.2. Since 

으 vCy(7(p)), rCy(vCy(/(p))) 으 /(/cx(rCx(n))- 
Accordingly, f is fuzzy weakly ^-continuous at p in. X by Definition 
4.4.
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THEOREM 4.6. Let (Y, Cy) be a fuzzy regular pretopological space. 
If a funtion f from (X)CQ to (K, Cy) is fuzzy weakly 6-continuous at 
fuzzy point p in X, then f is fuzzy super continuous at p in X.

Proof. Suppose that a prefilter T Cx-converges to a fuzzy point 
p in X. 모hen, since (匕 Cy) is fuzzy regular pretopological space, 
rcr(Vcr(/(P))) Cy-converges to /(p) in Y. Acc。호dingly, by definition 
of Vcy(f(p)), vcy(/(p)) Q rCy(VCr(f(p))). Since f is fuzzy weakly 
^-continuous at p in X, Vcr(/(p)) G f (」「Cx(I%x (》)))・ Thus f is fuzzy 
super continuous at p in X.

THEOREM 4.7. If a function f from (X)Cx) to(y,Cy) is fuzzy 8- 
continuous at fuzzy point p in X, then f is fuzzy weakly 6-continuous 
at p in X.

Proof. Suppose that a prefilter T <7x~converges to fuzzy point p in 
X. Then 玲丫(「c(&y(/(p))) Q 六，。*(「。*(戶)))by Definition 4.3. 
Since rCy(Vcr(/(P))) 으 IcY (「c (Vcj/(p))))，으 

Thus f is fuzzy weakly ^-continuous at p in X by 
Definition 4.4.

THEOREM 4.8. Let (X)Cx) be a fuzzy semi-regular convergence 
space. If a funtion f from (X, Cx) to (匕 Cy) is fuzzy continuous at a 
fuzzy point p in X, then f is fuzzy weakly S-continuous at p in X.

Proof. Suppose that a prefilter :F on X (7%-converges to a fuzzy 
point p in X. Then, /以①次。7))Gx』converges to p, as (X,Cx) 
is fuzzy semi-regular convergence space. Since f is fuzzy continuous 
at p in X, f(/cx(「Cx (戶)))Cy-converges to f(p) in Y. Accordingly, 

으 /(/Cx(rCx(^))). But rCy(vCy(f(p))) 으 VcY(f(p))- 
Thus 恥*(&丫(了3)))으 /(Jcx(「CxS)))，and so f is fuzzy weakly 
^-continuous at p in X.

A fuzzy regular convergence space is fuzzy semi-regular,and so the 
fbllwing corollary is trivial.

COROLLARY 4.9. Let (X, Cx) be a fuzzy regularly convergence 
space. If a function from (X, Cx) to (y,Cy) is fuzzy continuous at 
a fuzzy point p is X, then f is fuzzy weakly 6-continuous at p in X.

Fuzzy ^-continuity and fuzzy super continuity are independent. But 
if (1^ Cy) is the fuzzy regular pretopological space and the function 
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f : (X, Cx) 一스 (匕 Cy) is fuzzy ^-continuous then it is super continuous 
by Theorem 4.6 and 4.7.

THEOREM 4.10. If A function f from (X,Cx) to (Y.Cy) is fuzzy 
continuous and A is fuzzy set in X then f(FCx(A)) C rcy(f(A)).

Proof. If ? G f(「Cx (4)), then there exists a fuzzy point p ini'c* (4) 
such that /(p) = q. By definitionthere exists an ultra pre- 
alter :F such that p G Cx(辭、)and A g T7. Since f is fuzzy conti- 
nous, 了(戶) conve호ges to /(p) = q, and /(A) £ /(T*). By definition of 
rCr(y(A)),9 = 为)e rCy(f(A)). Thus f(rCx(A))으 rCy(f(A)).

THEOREM 4.11. Let a f from (X, Cx) to (y, Cy) be a map, and p 
히" fuzzy point in X and A any fuzzy set in X. Then the followings 
are equivalent

(1) ・f(&x(p)) 으 &y(/3)).
(2) 六农 (4)) 으知(/")).

Proof. (1)=》(2) If a fuzzy point q e 了(】七*(4)), then there is 
a fuzzy point p e Icx(A) such that /(p) = q. Then p e A and 
4 C ^cx(P)by defineitio그 of 1以了(4)・ Accordingly, f(p) E /(A) and 
f(A) C f(Vcx (p)) 으 Vcy(/(p)) by (1). Thus, q = /(p) e Icy(/(A)) 
by difinition of ICy(f(A)\ and so f(ICx(A)) 으 ICy (f(A)).

(2)=》(1) If B 6 f(ycx(P)), then there is a fuzzy set A in 
&x3) such that f(A) C B. Acc。흐dingly, p E IcJA) by definition of 
Ax")，and so f(p) e f(ICx(A)). Since f(ICx(A)) 으 Icy(f(A)) 으 
IcY(B),f(p) e Icy(B), and so B G ^cY(f(P)) by IcY(B). Thus 
J「(&x3)) 으 &丄◎).

THEOREM 4.12. Let X be a nonempty set, C\x) a fuzzy con
vergence spaces, and : X t (XqCx入)a surjection for each A 6 A. 
If Cx is a map from the set P(X) of all prefilters on X to the set F(X) 
of all fuzzy sets in X satisfying the following condition (*):
(*) for any fuzzy point p in X and $ G P(X),
P € Cx(W) if 히汩 only if fx(©) Cxx-converges to /a(p) for each A G A, 
then Cx is a fuzzy convergence structure on X.

Proof. Let p be any fuzzy point in X, then fx(p) = fx(p) Cxx- 
converges to f\(p) for each A € A. Thus p G C%(p) by hypmhesis. If 
$ and W are two prefilters on X with $ C and p G Cx($), then 
/a(^)-converges to />(p) for each A e A. Since 了入(萄 C ■认(更) 
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for each X € A, by definition of Cx入，(更)CxA-converges to /a(p) for 
each ASA. Therefore, p £ Cx(迎).Finally, if $ is a prefilter & X 
with p £ C%($), then /人(页「母)=f人(垂)A fx(p) = 了入(垂)H f\(p) Cxx- 
converges to f\(p) for each A € A. Thus p G Cx(^P)* 모he fuzzy 
convergence structure (7%, is given in Theorem 4.12, is called the initial 
convergence structure on X induced by the family {fx : A E A}.

THEOREM 4.13. The initial fuzzy convergence structure Cx is the 
coarest convergence structure on X which allows f\ to be fuzzy con
tinuous for each A € A .

Proof. By Definition 4.1, it is clea호 that f\ is continuous for each 
A€A. Let Cfx be a fuzzy convergence structure on. X relative to 
which f\ is continuous for each A G A. Suppose that a prefilter $ on 
X -converges to the fuzzy point p in X・ Since f\ : (X,C&)—> 
(X\, Cxx) is continuous for each A € A, then /\ ($) (?xA - converges 
to h(p). Accordingly, by definition of the initial fuzzy convergence 
structure Cx, Cx-converges to p, that is, Cx < Thus, Cx is 
the coarsest fuzzy convergence structure on X which allows f\ to be 
continuous for each A € A. Let {(X、Cx入):A € A} be a family of 
fuzzy convergence spaces and P\ : II X\ t (Xx)Cx\) be canonicalAEA 
projection for each A G A. Then, II X\ endowed with initial fuzzyAga
convergence structure Cx induced by {P\ : A G A} is called the product 
fuzzy convergence space induced by {(X*,Cx人)：A € A}. In this case 
Cx is denoted by II Cx*、that is, Cx = H Cx*AEA Aga

Theorem 4.14. If (사！ Xx^Cx) is the product fuzzy convergence 
space of family {(X，> Cx人):A G A} of fuzzy convergence spaces, then

(1) 、프，、으 &x(p),AGA 入
(2) Px(Vcx (p)) = Vcx〉、3入)for each A e A ,

where p = (Pa)aea is the fuzzy point in II X\ for fuzzy point p\ in AGA
X\ and P\ : II X\ —> XA canonical projection for each A G A . AGA

Proof. (1) If F G 人叮 VcxA(PA), then there exists a Fo =人such 
that Fq C Fy where F\ G Uc*入 3*) ^°r each A G A and F\ = X人 for all 
but a finite number of induces. Suppose that FQ 冬 Vcx(P)5 then there 
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if A = p 
otherwise.

(Pa)xga- Since F e Vcx(P)으

Therefore 孩 C that is, G

臥=

exists a prefilter $ Cx-converges to p such that 瓦 £ 垂.Accordingly, 
」P*(e)Cx*-converges to F人(p) = Pa for each A G A, and so VcXx(PA)으 

P\($) for eadi A € A. Therefore F0 E H Vcx (PA)으 U F人(垂) 으 亜 
xga x aga

This contradicts that 任垂.Thus, Fo g Vcx (p), and so J1 € Vcx (?)• 
Consequently 入气&*入(P人)G %*(P)・

(2) Since P\ is continuous, VcXx (p入) 으 Pa(Vcx(P)) each A G A. 
Now, we will show that VcXx(PA)2 Pa(Vcx(P))- If 孩 is any element 
of PM(Vcx(P))> then there is a F G Vcx(?) such that F#t(F) C F*. Let 
J7 be an arbitrary prefilter which -converges to 即.

Take the prefilter II 垂人 on II X* whe호e AGA A6A

Then II Cx-converges to p =AGA
2、臥，")c =巳

Consequently, VcXx (pa) = Px(Vcx(P~))-
THEOREM 4.15. Let fx be a map from a fuzzy convergence space 

(X、Cxx ) to a fuzzy convergence space (1\, Cyx) and Px the canonical 
projection from ( II II Cx入)to (X* Cxx) ^or each A € A. If f\ Aea Aga
is fuzzy super continuous for each A G A? then fx o P\ is fuzzy super 
continuous.

Proof. Suppose that a prefilter on II X\ II Cxx -converges to 
入E人 AGA

p = (PA)AeA- Then, Pa(^) -converges to Fa(p) = Px in X\. Since 
fx is super continuous,

VcyA(A(PA(P)으 A(/cxA(rCxA(Px(^)))).

Since P\ is continuous, ICxx (「Cx> (A (•”)) 으 IcXx (3(「阮“ 

(石)))by Theorem 4.10. By Theorem 4.11 and 4.14,

IcXx(PA(rnCXi (•戶))) 으 PA(inCXA (S* (•"))• 入 A X 入X

Thus, &皿 S(月3))) 으•认(B0icx (「Hex ⑺)))，ands°E"%is 1 A X A 人
super continuous.
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THEOREM 4.16. Let f be a map from a fuzzy convergence space 
(X, Cx) into a fuzzy pretopological convergence space (匕 Cy) and g a 
map from (匕 Cy) into a fuzzy convergence space (Z, Cz)・ If f is fuzzy 
super continuous and g is fuzzy continuous^ then the competition go f 
is fuzzy super continuous.

Proof. Let a prefilteron X C%-converges to a fuzzy point pin X. 
Since (匕 Cy) is fuzzy pretopological convergence space VcY(f(P)) Cy- 
converges to /(p). By definition of fuzzy super continuous, &丫 (/3))으 

沥), and so g()S(f(p)))으 g(」f(，Ox(「Cx (•卢))))• Since 
g is fuzzy coninuous, g(VcY (/(P))) ^-converges to g(f(p)). Thus, 
g(・f(7cx(「Cx (》))))C^-converges to ^(/(p)). Consequently,

&z(9(了3))) 으 心(奴(1曷⑺))，

that is, g o J is fuzzy super continuous.

R?om above Theorem, we obtain the following corollaries.

COROLLARY 4.17. Let (X* Cx。be the fuzzy pretopological con
vergence space for each A G A and (H入入JLxeaCx入)址合 fuzzy 
product convergence space of the family {(X»Cxa) : A G A} of fuzzy 
convergence spaces. If f : (X, Cx) t (H人eaX人,IIaga Cx〉、) is super 
continuous, then P\o f is also super continuous for each A G A, where 
P\ : ILxeaX入 -냥 X人 is the canonical projection for each A € A.

Corollary 4.18. Let g : (X,Cx) T (KCy) be a function and 
f : (X,Cx) T (瓦 Cx) X(r,Cy) given by /(x) = 0舛(游)be its 
graph. If f is super continuous, then g is super continuous.
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